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DREAMS RIDE ON OUR BUSES
Buses carry more than passengers and backpacks. They carry future brain surgeons, political science teachers,
jazz band clarinetists and purple-heart heroes. They carry dreams of all sizes. Nobody grasps this more than us.
Because at IC Bus, we believe the only way to build a better bus, is to understand what goes into one.
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THE BE SERIES

The BE Series school bus from IC Bus is the perfect bus for all dreamers. Perfect because it
was built on big ideas based on what you need in a bus. Big ideas like integrating the body,
chassis and engine. Big ideas like not building it on a van platform like other small buses. And
big ideas like building it for a 12-year life instead of a 7-year life like typical Type A buses. And
it’s even backed by a big time warranty.
Add to all this: full power hydraulic brakes with ABS and ATC, a MaxxForce® 7 engine and an
Allison 1000 PTS transmission, and you’ll find that IC Bus has its riders in mind by using big
thinking to make the best small bus on the road.

WHEEL BASE
UÊ158''
TRANSMISSION
Allison 1000 PTS

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Factory-installed IC Air™
U Multiple wheelchair tie-down
positions
U

U

FRONT SUSPENSION
U 7,000 lb standard
REAR SUSPENSION
9,000 lb spring standard
UÊHigher ratings available

EXTERIOR
U 16 gauge side sheets
U Easy-tilt three-piece
fiberglass hood
U Roped-in front windshield
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CAPACITY
14-30 passengers

U

BRAKES
U Full power hydraulic with
ABS and ATC

INTERIOR
78" interior headroom
U Visual and audible alarms for
low fuel, oil, voltage, coolant
and high temperature
U Leave No Student Behind® posttrip inspection alarm system
U Integrated body, chassis and
engine warranty
U Multiplexed wiring system
U Flat floor
U Electric entrance door
U Water in fuel sensor
U Maximum speed control
U Pebble tread stepwell
U

MAXXFORCE® 7 ENGINE
220hp/560 lb-ft

U

GVWR
U 16,000-17,500 lbs
DRIVER FEATURES
U Lighted steering-wheelmounted entrance door control
and eight-way light switches
U Cruise control
U Powered parking brake
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